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They changed Europe … and Europe changed them
Opinions on the 2004 enlargement
By Danièle Lamarque, ECA Member

The ECA Journal has chosen to devote several issues to the impact of the 2004 enlargement,
when ten countries joined the European Union. After an article on Poland’s supreme audit
institution in the June issue, today the Journal is handing over its columns to ten Members of
the Court from those countries. Subsequent issues will continue this in-depth analysis of the
enlargement’s impact on audit through eye-witness accounts from SAIs.

The first Members of the ECA from EU-10 in 2004
From left to right: Mr Jan Kinšt (Czech Republic); Ms Kersti Kaljulaid (Estonia); Ms Irena Petruškevičienė (Lithuania);
Mr Jacek Uczkiewicz (Poland); Mr Juan Manuel Fabra Vallés, President of the ECA at the time
Mr Igors Ludboržs (Latvia); Mr Gejza Halász (Hungary); Mr Kikis Kazamias (Cyprus); Mr Josef Bonnici (Malta);
Mr Vojko Anton Antončič (Slovenia) and Mr Július Molnár (Slovak Republic)

Igor Ludborzs, Jan Kinst, Kersti Kaljulaid, Szabolcs
Fazakas, Louis Galea, Ladislav Balko, Augustyn
Kubik, Milan Martin Cvikl, Rasa Budbergyte and
Lazaros Lazarou all agreed to answer Rosmarie
Carotti’s six questions. Their replies tell us more
about themselves and their countries, not to
mention about this Europe which, thanks to
them, took on a new dimension in 2004. Their
contributions convey three strong messages.
The story did not begin in 2004. Our colleagues
recall the many years pre-2004 devoted to
preparing for entry and the lengthy job of
adaptation in order to incorporate the acquis
communautaire within their national laws,
institutions and administrations. A ‘big ask’ at times

for the smaller countries, and a challenge with
which several of them were directly associated as
ministers or parliamentarians, or in positions of
responsibility in finance ministries, banks and audit
institutions. A job which enabled them to play their
full part within Europe’s institutions, sitting at the
same table as the older member countries.
Ten years on, what has changed? The economic
transformation, although disrupted by the crisis, has
been spectacular: the development of infrastructure
(boosted by Cohesion funding) and the speedingup of growth and exports have narrowed the
gap in terms of living standards compared to the
older member countries. Politically, the benefit of
becoming part of an area of prosperity, freedom
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and peace is equally as palpable, even though the
(near) general enthusiasm of a decade ago has
given way to disappointment in some spheres.
Europe is united in its diversity. Several of our
contributors cite the European motto adopted
in 2000. Their history and culture meant that their
countries were already European. But EU accession
enabled them to consolidate this link with their
near neighbours, with countries that were already
EU members, with organisations spanning Europe
and the Atlantic, and with the OECD. They brought
their talents, ideas and peoples, as well as the hope
and dynamism of their young people. They opened
the doors to the East and to the Mediterranean.
They provided impetus in their main areas of
focus, i.e. energy security, asylum policy and
e-government, in particular when occupying the EU
Presidency, as six of them have already done since
2004.

Danièle Lamarque, ECA Member

If there were just one message to remember from
this wealth of contributions, it would be to hope
that Europe manages to give every chance to its
young people for whom the world is already their
universe.

Ten new Member States joined the EU in 2004 :
Latvia, the Czech Republic, Estonia , Hungary, Malta, Slovakia, Poland, Slovenia, Lithuania and Cyprus

Igors LUDBORŽS, ECA Member
Latvia
understand why the support was so low. Especially
in the light of the economic indicators that ranked
Latvia as the poorest country among the 2004
enlargement countries.

Igors Ludboržs, ECA Member

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
Before the referendum to join European Union
public opinion showed that less than half of the
respondents would vote for European Union
accession. It was one of the lowest rates in the
candidate countries, and for those who were not
familiar with the history of Latvia it was difficult to

It does not mean that Latvians are the biggest
eurosceptics. Both 10 years ago and now a great
part of population are neutral towards European
Union membership. 10 years ago 40% considered
European Union membership a good thing and
14% as a bad thing. Now, in 2014, Eurobarometer
data show that European Union conjures up a
positive image only up to 29% of respondents, and
negative image up to 17% of respondents.
Back in 2004 the biggest opportunities seemed
to be economic growth and eventual prosperity,
freedom of movement and access to the European
Union funds. Development has not been even over
the last 10 years – my country has seen years of fast
economic growth and years of severe economic
crisis. 10 years ago the biggest fears among the
citizens were related to the possible weakening
of the agriculture sector and loss of sovereignty.
Farmers probably are the most disappointed group
in our society since the direct aid payment per
hectare in Latvia is the lowest in the EU.
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What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
Latvia is a relatively new country in a process of
constant development ever since it regained its
independence 24 years ago. Thus it is difficult to
say what got better or worse directly because of
European Union membership.
Latvia is a net beneficiary of European Union funds
thus we have been able to see improvements in
infrastructure, e.g. new roads have been built and
the existing ones renovated, drinking water and
waste water infrastructure has been developed in
municipalities and major investments have been
carried out in telecommunication infrastructure.
Overall, the major changes have been those related
to the economy. Economic growth was one of the
expectations people had when Latvia joined the
European Union. And indeed, during the first years
of the European Union membership Latvia was
one of the fastest growing economies. However,
one cannot forget that Latvia was also one of the
economies hardest hit by the recent economic
and financial crisis. Perhaps it’s due to the latter
that people link Latvia’s accession to the European
Union with the deterioration in their living
standards (25%) rather than with improvement in
living standards (4%).
At the same time certain gains for individuals – like
access to studies and work in other Member States
– have turned out to be a challenge for the country
as a whole. The government estimates that more
than 200 thousand people have left Latvia over
the last decade which is a considerable loss for a
country of just 2 million people.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped
a new interconnected world. How do young
people in your country experience this fresh air:
as an opportunity or a threat?
Definitely as an opportunity. These are exactly
the young people who are most positive towards
European Union membership and the opportunities
it gives – freedom to move in the first place, they
go to study abroad, have access to job markets
elsewhere in Europe and can benefit from easy
travelling which perhaps was not available to their
parents and grandparents when they were young.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?

As concerns many of the countries which acceded
at the same time as Latvia, It would be fair to say
that I had previously only limited knowledge of
their institutions and ways of functioning. Now,
having worked with many colleagues from these
Member States, and having shared with them ideas
and discussions, I have a much greater appreciation
of what united in diversity means in practical terms
and I am convinced that the challenges Europe
is facing today can best be tackled at a European
level.
In these ten years there have been major
changes in public administration, in particular in
the audit field. Have you had a role in it?
I have been in Luxembourg for most of the past ten
years, but I would like to think that the formal and
informal meetings I have had during this time with
the Saeima (Latvian Parliament), Latvian State Audit
Office and with government ministries to discuss
our reports and other matters of interest have
contributed to the debate on public audit.
What is the greatest contribution of your
country to the EU?
Knowledge and diversity. Many young skilled and
motivated professionals have moved across the
border to work either for another country or for
the EU institutions. What regards diversity, I think
every country is unique, thus along with other
nine counterparts who joined the EU ten years ago
Latvia have contributed to the diverse cultural,
linguistic and traditional landscape of the EU.

Jan Kinšt, ECA Member
Czech Republic
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career development in EU countries. Czech students
broadly use the possibilities provided by Erasmus
to gain the experience abroad and improve their
language skill. Thanks to our admission to Schengen
area, the Czech citizens can travel more easily around
Europe.

Jan KINŠT, ECA Member

As a net recipient, the Czech Republic has received
tens of billions EUR mostly via structural funds and as
subsidies for farmers in the last ten years. Here I see
the issue, when, due to different reasons, my country
didn´t manage to use better, both in quantity and
quality, the potential of such funding possibilities to
foster more the economic and social development.

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?

Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?

The accession to the EU was primarily perceived as
another key step (after accessing NATO, OECD) to
come back to the family of democratic countries we
had historically belonged to before the World War
II. The EU was perceived as a territory of economic
prosperity and joining the club was deemed as a
chance to increase the standard of living and to
equate gradually western states.

Young people in the Czech Republic mostly support
our membership in the EU. They recognize there is a
potential for their personal growth, studying and later
professional opportunities, easy travelling and visiting
other countries, meeting new friends, etc. For them it
is a real fresh air - I can prove it also as the father of two
maturing daughters.

The actual perception is more critical than in 2004
when more than 70 % of voters in referendum
supported our accession to the EU. There is a
psychological effect – the positives stemming from
our membership have been day by day considered
as obvious, while the commitments (like to follow
some Brussels standards by our producers, tougher
environmental requests etc.) as the “only” effects of our
membership. Being backed by our former republic´s
president, it was easy for the EU sceptical politicians
and populists to mention examples of Brussels´ redtape and convince some people that it is prevailing
way how the EU works.
As a paradox, it is Mr Putin and his recent aggression
in Ukraine that increased a positive perception among
Czechs of being a member of the European Union and
the transatlantic structures.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
The Czech Republic belongs to a half billion
community which is based on the principles of
freedom, democracy, mutual respect and adherence
to human rights. These are the values we, who had
lived till 1989 under the communist regime, esteem
perhaps more than others. My country is a part of
large common market with no customs and other
barriers. Many of my compatriots found jobs and

Young people in the Czech Republic mostly support
our membership in the EU. They recognize there is a
potential for their personal growth, studying and later
professional opportunities, easy travelling and visiting
other countries, meeting new friends, etc. For them it
is a real fresh air - I can prove it also as the father of two
maturing daughters.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
I have learned a lot more about other nine countries
who joined the EU with us in 2004 (as well as about
all other Member States), about their history, politics,
culture, economy etc. I am glad I have had already the
chance to visit all (27) of our allies in the EU! I am not
a man who gives uniform “perception label” to any
country; I did it neither before 2004, nor after, since
each country comprises millions of different people
and different characters.
In these ten years there have been major changes
in public administration, in particular in the audit
field. Have you had a role in it?
First, as a Member of the managing body of the Court
of Auditors, an institution which has contributed to a
development of audit field at various forums. Second,
as a Member of the Court and several years of its CEAD
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chamber during the period of broad development
of the Court audit methodology. I have been invited
to various professional events to present the Court´s
audit procedures and methods, to exchange views
with the colleagues working in a similar field (SAIs,
auditors´ associations, universities etc.). Third, by a
number of audit tasks and reports mostly concerning
sound financial management and recommending
steps for improvement of public administration
linked to EU funds.
What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
Well, immediately after the Czech Republic´s
accession, the EU average consumption of beer per
capita increased substantially … To be more serious,
there has always been a largely prevailing perception
among Czechs that the EU should continue in its

enlargement to the East and, after necessary preaccession period, it should welcome countries like
Ukraine or Serbia. This is even more topical in these
turbulent days in eastern side of the EU borders. We
have a colourful historical experience – an example
of a well-functioning parliamentary democracy
between the world wars, forty years under the
communist totality after the World War II, building
again the foundation of democratic state and market
economy and then ten years of preparation for the
EU membership (also with number of mistakes
committed). With that we have helped and can serve
as a bridge for the perspective countries for accession
in the EU. It was not random that the Czech Republic
was interested to get (and got) the enlargement
portfolio in the European Commission and that set its
support for enlargement as one of the key priorities
during the EU Presidency in 2009.

Kersti Kaljulaid, ECA Member
Estonia

Kersti KALJULAID, ECA Member

Dear Madam, what was the perception of the EU
in your country when you joined in 2004? Has
this perception changed and, if yes, how and
why?
Estonians joined the EU first and foremost for
security. “Alone never again” was the slogan used to
explain to people why Estonia should join the EU.
The economic benefits – mainly access to European
market – did not win the referendum in Estonia.
The most sceptical part of the population before
joining was probably in rural areas, which have
subsequently fallen in love with the support in the
Agricultural sector. Initially, their disappointment
in maintaining the unfair competition by different

levels of support given to farmers in old and
new Member States was quite palatable. Since
then, it has become clear that the competitive
disadvantage can be turned around by being more
effective, and the sector has gained in confidence.
Estonians are quite disappointed by the slow
decision-making process in Europe, by the need
to support the crisis packages of the troubled
Eurozone countries and lately, by the EU (lack of )
action towards solving the Russian-Ukrainian crisis.
The EU has lost its allure as security provider, but
gained on economic aspects – Estonia has moved
from 58% of EU average income level to 71% in
2013. Support level for EU membership is practically
the same as in 2004 and one of the highest in the
whole union.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
Nothing got worse. The EU has its problems, but
none of these problems would cease to exist if the
powers of the EU would be repatriated. Climate
change, loss of skilled workforce due to easy access
to job markets in the countries with higher income
levels, artificial blockages in functioning of all four
freedoms, lack of EU enthusiasm to gain energy
independence from Russia and properly connect
energy grids in Europe – none of these can be
sorted out by having less EU level cooperation. The
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one thing which has got better is the investment
in infrastructure, but EU money has also caused
macro-economic imbalances (crowding out of
salaries from own budget as co-financing needs to
accommodate cohesion money take precedence;
high EU investment levels which boosted inflation
rather than growth in the period of 2004-2008,
since the economy was over-heating). A small open
economy can only thrive on export and the EU
common market is exactly what Estonia needs for
development. Joining the euro area in 2011 also
removed currency risks and export soared.

internal control framework to manage the EU
funds better, starting from the Member States. We
also know that rigorous application of financial
corrections at the level of final beneficiaries stems
from the fact that the Court does not approve of
the Commission`s stance that flat rate corrections
do enough to protect the EU budget. And we have
managed to convince the European Parliament
that our approach, not the one by the Commission,
brings behavioural change at the MS level in how
they manage and control the EU money they are
trusted with.

Europe has broken down barriers and shaped
a new interconnected world. How do young
people in your country experience this fresh air:
as an opportunity or a threat?

What is the greatest contribution of your
country to the EU?

An opportunity, of course. But the EU has actually
been under-performing where breaking down
barriers are concerned – I mentioned lack of true
will to interconnect energy markets, services market
is struggling due to unnecessary protectionism in
several specialist sectors starting from taxi drivers
and stretching to pharmacies. There is no common
digital signature in Europe (Finland just signed to
join the Estonian public e-services platform, we
believe that all others can eventually benefit if they
so choose - Estonia is preparing to offer our public
digital domain to other Europeans, not necessarily
Estonian or Finnish citizens only). Trade talks with
the US are not exactly moving ahead as those who
stand for fewer barriers have hoped etc. Europe
is massively failing to use what it believes is its
strongest advantage – an interconnected continent
able to punch on a par with the rest of the world.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
We work closely with all countries of the EU,
whenever they joined. The countries themselves do
change over 10 years, too – hence the perception
changes all the time, of course.
In these ten years there have been major
changes in public administration, in particular in
the audit field. Have you had a role in it?
I believe the biggest change I have myself
witnessed (and contributed to) is the fact that due
to the Court`s AR presenting hard truths through
statistical audit methods and giving access to all
citizens to this audit data, the Commission is taking
its role more seriously in building the integrated

Estonia is the European centre of excellence for
e-government and digital public services, including
cyber defence aspects of the digital market.

Szabolcs FAZAKAS, ECA Member
Hungary

Szabolcs FAZAKAS, ECA Member

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
Based on our 1100-years-old history, Hungary
has always considered itself as a part of Europe.
That perception, commitment to the fundamental
European values (like independency and democracy)
was indicated already in the revolution of 1956 and
with the symbolic demolition of the iron curtain
in 1989 when we played a pioneer role in the
reunification of Europe. This perception has not
changed at all since our joining the EU in 2004, on the
contrary it has been even more strengthened.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
The EU is one of the most developed communities
in the world: it is not just an economic integration,
but a community with fundamental values, among
others peace, freedom, democracy and solidarity.
Joining the EU not only meant that we share these
values but our endeavour to enjoy the benefits of
being a full pledged member of this community. As
Hungary does not belong to the economically most
developed countries, the EU membership brought
substantial economic benefits to our country. The
financial transfers of the regional and cohesion
funds contribute to more than 90% of our economic
investments and the EU membership alone plays
a very important, incentive role in foreign direct
investments in Hungary.
Due to our EU membership, Hungary managed to
overcome the economic and financial crisis and has
promising perspectives for the future.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?
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Although the young people in Hungary were given
the opportunity to study abroad before our EU
membership, now they can enjoy the full scale of
possibilities offered by the EU. Foreign scholarships
and exchange programmes facilitate their mobility
making them real European citizens. Having
completed their studies, they can select from the job
opportunities all over Europe without any restrictions
and start their carriers in any European country. Being
a Hungarian patriot, I do hope that they will return
home, and our country will benefit from their foreign
experiences.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
I don’t think that my perception of those countries
has changed. During the accession negotiations we
all learned that the EU membership is not a beauty
contest but a win-win game where all participants can
benefit. if we are ready to cooperate in the interest of
the EU and its members. The “EU-10” does not form
an isolated block, as we all are integral parts of the
European Union. The cooperation makes all of us
stronger. This applies not only to the EU in general but
to our work in the ECA also.
In these ten years there have been major changes
in public administration, in particular in the audit
field. Have you had a role in it?
Ten years ago, in 2004, when Hungary joined the
European Union, I was elected as Member of the
European Parliament. As a member of the Committee
on Budgets and of the Ad Hoc Committee on the
Preparation of the Financial Perspective 2007-2014
I had the opportunity to participate actively in the
drawing-up of the EU budget. As Chairman of the
COCOBU I played an active role in supervising budget
implementation and I was involved in deepening the
working relationship between the Parliament and the
ECA and in improving relations between the Court
and the national SAI-s.
An important element of the political changes in
Hungary was the reestablishment of the State Audit
Office (SAO) in the year of 1989. As the Hungarian
SAO had all the necessary means to deliver a high
quality audit work, it became an internationally highly
appreciated institution already before our accession to
the EU. Its president, Dr Árpád Kovács was elected as
the chairman of the INTOSAI in 2004. The Hungarian
SAO hosted the 18th Congress of the INTOSAI in
Budapest in October 2004 where the ECA became full
member of this organisation.
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What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
In the first half of 2011 Hungary has successfully
managed the Presidency of the Council. While
retaining the core values of the Union, we had
developed a strong position on the union's future
related to management of the financial crisis. The
Roma Strategy and the Danube Strategy took shape
during the Hungarian Presidency and the final
decision on Croatia joining the Union was taken
during our presidency.

Hungary has not got many valuable natural resources;
it has not got oil wells or seas, but it has many creative
brains. Over the centuries Hungary had produced
many successful intellectuals, a high number of
famous scientists, including more than 15 Nobel
Laureates, wonderful musicians from Liszt to Bartók
and famous business people.
The first Hungarian Commissioner arrived to his
hearing in the European Parliament with a Rubik’s
Cube as a well-known emblem of creativity that
Hungarians generally are known about. This is our
main contribution to the EU which is appreciated by
everyone.

Louis GALEA, ECA Member
Malta
For the PL (ES&D) the EU was ideologically a hindrance
to its socialist state command-and-control approach
to economic policies and an obstacle to its nonaligned and neutral stand in foreign affairs.
Over a few years following membership a national
convergence in favour of the EU emerged. The new
PL government now formally embraces Malta’s
membership in the EU.
Minor anti-EU or Eurosceptic elements exist on either
side of the political divide.
Louis GALEA, ECA Member

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
Malta had set its compass on EU membership since
the mid-60s, soon after Independence, when we
signed the Association Agreement with the then
EEC, effective 1970. But it was not before the 2003
referendum and general election that the issue was
basically set to rest. Until then people’s perceptions on
the EU could not but generally be divisively swayed
by their political leanings/sympathies in regard to
either of the two political parties that have dominated
Malta’s recent political history.
For the PN (EPP) Europe had been in its core vision
since its foundation in 1880 – Europe is an integral
element in Malta’s cultural identity. In the course of
almost 25 years in government (1987 -2008) the PN
eventually succeeded to persuade the people and
Europe of Malta’s proper and rightful place in the EU.
For Malta it was a ‘homecoming’.

Almost all politicians across the political spectrum,
either out of conviction or out of a conveniently
pragmatic stance, have a positive outlook to the EU
and they all try to ensure that Malta makes the best of
its status as an EU Member. This is particularly so given
that Malta is a net beneficiary in terms of EU funding
and benefits are quite visible and tangible.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
It was a remarkable achievement and a significant
event in Malta’s history. However, EU membership was
not the ushering in of any utopia. It was just the start
of a new phase in our journey, this time inside a bloc
where we could stretch our abilities to reap greater
political, economic and financial benefits for our
people.
EU membership transformed our island and has made
it a much better place to live in. Our liberties and
democratic framework have been strengthened; we
have a more reliable security net; our global stature
has been boosted, especially as a Mediterranean
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country, thanks to sitting at par with other Member
States around the decision-making table in the EU
institutions.

In these ten years there have been major changes
in public administration, in particular in the audit
field. Have you had a role in it?

There is no doubt that membership has catalysed an
overall uplift in our standard and quality of life. Like
anywhere else, Maltese society continued to evolve,
becoming more and more European in attitudes and
ideas. Where we still lag behind or where we are not
doing well enough cannot really be attributed to
Europe - it would basically be our fault.

EU membership in many respects transformed
and strengthened Malta’s regulatory framework
both legally as well administratively. Many public
institutions and organisation went through a
restructuring process and a new mind-set started to
develop among our public officers and employees.

One challenge for a small country like Malta is the risk
of reform fatigue. Adopting all facets of the acquis
communitaire, and keeping up with all other EU
reforms since Membership, has been a tall order for a
relatively small public administration.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?
Definitely as a great opportunity! Young people
cherish the better choices and rights consumers
now have; the passport-free travel within Schengen;
the unprecedented opportunities students enjoy
to study at European universities; the right to reside
and work in Europe. They also enjoy the benefits
of the substantial EU funds used for vital projects
leading to job creation, better education and research
opportunities, as well as infrastructural projects that
have substantially improved the management of our
environment, heritage, transport, agriculture, and
industrial restructuring, to mention but a few areas.
We joined the Eurozone on Jan 1, 2008. This brought
with it a lowering of costs for businesses and made
life easier for consumers and travellers. It also placed
Malta’s fiscal prudence in public finances very high on
our national economic and financial agenda.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
The 2004 EU enlargement brought the reality and
image of the other nine joining countries in a much
closer and sharper focus. We have also multiplied our
bilateral relations and trade exchanges with them and
new partnerships have been established, especially
when working together within the EU.

As Minister between 1987 and 2008 I contributed
to the restructuring process in the areas for which
I was responsible. As speaker for the House of
Representatives I also ensured an active and healthy
relationship between Parliament and the National
Audit Office. In the four years that I have been here
at the ECA I participated in the process of change
that the Court has embarked upon to render a better
service to EU citizens in the fields of public audit and
accountability.
What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
Malta’s membership shows that the EU is open to
share its values and benefits with all those who
subscribe to liberty, democracy and the rule of law
independently of the size of the country. Malta brings
the EU reality even further in the Mediterranean and
we can be an effective agent to promote EU values
and interests with all our neighbours in this region.

Ladislav BALKO, ECA Member
Slovakia
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Slovak crown after we adopted the euro in 2009, nor
was the usual sentiment of the EU bureaucracy, which
is to some extent present in all the Member States
and which the EU is itself actively tackling, sharper in
Slovakia than elsewhere.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?

Ladislav BALKO, ECA Member

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
The perception of the EU in Slovakia has always
been positive, perhaps even a bit idealistic. The EU
was perceived as an elite club of democratic and
prosperous countries who joined their potential and
forces for the common good, a club the membership
of which it is worth striving and appreciating,
especially in light of the difficulties and the backlog
which Slovakia had encountered during a part of
the pre-accession period. I think that the positive
perception of the EU in Slovakia has not substantially
changed since the accession. But, perhaps, after 10
years in this elite club, many people got used to the
benefits the membership had brought us and take
them for granted as something natural, without
realising on a daily basis the huge difference between
where we were 25 years ago and where we are now.
I believe it is good for a nation to remind itself of
this difference, so as to be even more proud and
appreciative of the EU membership.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
The membership of the EU was first of all seen as
the completion of a process that started already
with the velvet revolution in November 1989 and
the definitive ending of the division of Europe. This
sentiment was particularly strong, together with
the proudness of sitting at the same table as our EU
partners and discussing with them as partners and
taking part in the decision processes. Then there
were all the obvious advantages of the membership
linked with the freedoms of movement of persons,
goods and capital, some of which we got to fully enjoy
only progressively. I have also perceived a positive
sense of responsibility for assisting those countries
that were, or still are, in the process of joining the EU
subsequently to the 10 countries that joined in 2004.
On the other side, I cannot think of anything that really
got worse - there was not a particular nostalgia for the

Certainly not as a threat - during my close contacts
with students as associated professor of financial
law at the Comenius University in Bratislava, I saw
clearly that young people welcomed this fresh air
and the opportunities it has brought. I would even
say they were literally hungry for it, both before and
after accession. And I have always supported and
motivated them to seize the opportunities and go
abroad, for example through the Erasmus programme,
and collect experiences both on professional and
cultural level, not only to their personal benefit but to
enrichment of the Slovak society as a whole.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
My impression of the countries that joined the EU
together with Slovakia has not changed at all. There
had always been lively contacts between Slovakia
and most of these countries, three of whom are our
direct neighbours and with two of whom we shared
our history in the past. I personally have had contacts
with peers from many of these countries also thanks
to my activities in academia, and I used to travel a lot
also in connection with my managerial positions in the
banking sector. Therefore, there were no real surprises
for me when I came here to the European Court of
Auditors in Luxembourg. My earlier very positive
impressions of people from these countries got only
confirmed.
In these ten years there have been major changes
in public administration, in particular in the audit
field. Have you had a role in it?
Indeed, already as part of the accession process, there
had been fundamental changes in the legislative
and administrative environment of Slovakia,
primarily linked with the need to adopt the acquis.
I was involved in some of these processes due to
my academic or banking management activities.
Laws were substantively modified on indeed fully
new laws passed, in areas such as control and audit,
public procurement, state aid and public service…
Independent bodies were set up, be it for supervision
and regulation of specific sectors, or indeed the
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Supreme Audit Office of the Slovak Republic (SAO
SR) as an independent supreme control institution
already in 1993. There had been also a huge capacity
building activity linked to the need to be able to
manage and control the EU funding in Slovakia before
and after accession. Managing, certifying and audit
authorities or agencies had been established either
within or outside Ministries, and collaboration and
contacts with our EU partners became much more
regular and intense through various working groups
and committees, such as the Coordination committee
of the funds. With effect from 2002, the SAO SR has
become responsible also for the audit of the EU funds
in Slovakia. In 2012, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the Slovak Republic became the Ministry of Foreign

and European Affairs of the Slovak Republic.
What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
I believe that with Slovakia, the EU has gained an
enthusiastic, constructive, trustworthy and reliable
member on which it can always count when it
comes to internal as well as international matters. We
contribute through many motivated and talented
people, and this contribution becomes progressively
more and more visible also at the highest posts
within the EU, as witnessed for example by the recent
appointment of Mr Vladimír Šucha as Director General
of the Commission’s Joint Research Centre.

Augustin Kubik, ECA Member
Poland
also perceive EU as effective. I can certainly state
that the wave of euro scepticism does no find many
enthusiasts in Poland.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?

Augustin Kubik, ECA Member

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
I remember very well that before 1 May 2004, the
accession to EU was perceived by Poles mainly as
a step towards better future, but also as a threat of
losing part of independence. These two different
perspectives were dominant whenever Polish
membership in EU was discussed. However, at
the moment of choice Poles decided that they do
want to join EU – in the referendum carried out
in 2003, the majority (77.5%) supported Polish
accession. As already happened many times in
Polish history, when the circumstances require
certain mobilisation and responsibility for designing
its future, Polish nation unifies and takes proper
decisions.
At this time the polls indicate that Poles are among
biggest supporters of EU. More than half of them
consider that EU enhanced the economy. Poles

The obvious answer for the first question is: an
incentive and funds for the development. Poland
since its accession is one of the biggest beneficiaries
of EU funds. My home country benefits mostly from
cohesion and agricultural funds and is assessed
as being one of the most effective spenders. The
changes are visible everywhere - on Polish roads,
in rural areas, in schools and public institutions.
Whoever visits Poland is always impressed by the
scale of the changes realized in such a short time.
But it is not only that. Polish accession to EU forced
an absolute, deep and qualitative change of
legislative framework. The effort made by the Polish
administration to adapt to acquis communautaire
was huge. Working at that time in the different
public bodies I remember that the process of
transposing European law into Polish legal regime
was of imperative nature for all public institutions.
And we did succeed.
I am personally of the opinion that there was also
another expectation with regard to membership
in EU. I think Poles wanted a change of political
culture. By joining the EU we hoped to stabilise
the political scene, concentrate the discussion
on merits, and ease the language used in public
debates. And I think this expectation materialised.
Of course the European politics is not perfect
in itself; however we’ve gained a lot of positive
features from our European neighbours.
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What got worse? Truly, there are no obvious
answers to this question. What comes to my mind is
that by joining the EU we equally incorporated the
European speed of life. And it may have negative
consequences for those who did not manage to
adapt to this rhythm.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped
a new interconnected world. How do young
people in your country experience this fresh air:
as an opportunity or a threat?
Definitely as an opportunity. I can compare the
moment of joining the EU to taking a deep breath:
there is a moment of slowdown and then suddenly
everything breaks out! Young people started to
travel all around the Europe and world without any
limitations. Many of them decided to study abroad
which was very difficult to benefit from before
the accession. Of course, there was also a wave of
emigration which can be interpreted and perceived
differently, however from the perspective of ten
years I see this phenomena as generally positive.
Many people came back (or will come back, I hope)
to Poland after certain time, bringing fresh and new
experiences, especially with regard to the working
culture. Some decided to stay abroad and now I can
see every day how do Poles effectively contribute
to the development of EU’s good reputation. It all
confirms that the basic principles of EU: freedom
of movement and free choice on where to live and
work are genuinely translated into EU citizens lives.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
Thanks to work with people coming from the
whole Europe, I received a unique opportunity to
discover an incredible variety of cultures, habits
and …working styles! I admit that the latter may
sometimes be surprising, but since I am working
here, all the problems which I have come across,
were always finally solved. I think that this
multicultural diversity rather helps than hampers
reaching the consensus. I find it to be a strong
identification of European Union.
In these ten years there have been major
changes in public administration, in particular in
the audit field. Have you had a role in it?
I had an opportunity to work for the Polish
administration during this transition period. Firstly
I was working as a Chief of internal audit at the
Ministry of Finance. It was my responsibility at
that time to adapt Polish law in the domain of
the internal audit to the EU requirements. It was

a complex, not easy process which I managed to
successfully complete. I was also working in the
Polish Supreme Audit Institution which operated
already in accordance with the EU standards.
My last job before coming to Luxembourg was
closely linked with the EU, as I was responsible for
the certification of the EU funds spent in Poland
in the area of cohesion. My aim at that time was
to guarantee the highest quality of certification
services work, which I believe was reached.
Now, working in the Court I care for a regular
cooperation with Polish NIK. We have organized
already many methodological seminars and
workshops for Polish auditors, as I think the
methodology and Court’s experience are the best
we can offer to national SAI. On the other hand,
colleagues from the Court who provides these
sessions do always find it valuable to work closer
with the national auditors and thanks to this, get
better insight into the national perspective.
What is the greatest contribution of your
country to the EU?
People! Close to 40 million new citizens who
contribute to promoting European values and
ideas!
Poles have determined nature; we are open and
dedicated to our work. In my opinion this is the
most important what we can bring to EU – very
well educated young generation of people who are
extremely concentrated on pushing forward. Very
well recognized, inimitable brand!

Milan Martin CVIKL, ECA Member
Slovenia

Milan Martin CVIKL, ECA Member

Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
Enlargement in 2004 was for Slovenia all about
coming home to Europe where Slovenia had been
in the past, especially before market socialism of
former Yugoslavia. I was then the minister of European
Affairs and will not forget a memo sent to me by a
businessman: "Slovenia welcome to EU, we exporters
have been there already for decades". And this is
the essence of EU enlargement - the integration
of the economy, of citizens, of countries with their
neighbours and business partners in one Union
of nations sharing economic prosperity, an area of
freedom, justice and peace.
The perception has not changed, quite the opposite.
Slovenia is even more integrated. But as the crises
have shown, it is integration for good and bad.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
First, it brought a delimitation of the security crisis
in Western Balkans. This, together with NATO
membership and most recent integration of Croatia,
ensured that Slovenia was surrounded by friendly,
partner countries all striving for a better living in peace
as a joint cause of Europeans citizens.
What got better is connected with Slovenia being
able to benefit further economically, politically and
on the security front. The opportunities for a better
future for our citizens and their own families increased
significantly in a wider Union of 500 million people
and we all, to a large extent, benefitted from that.
On the negative side accession to the EU was a kind
of climax of a major uphill battle to get through
transition reforms and economic recovery after the
collapse of the former federal Yugoslavia. Soon after
2004 - for many reasons, but mainly linked to the
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overheating of the economy in years before the 2008
financial crisis and just after obtaining the euro on 1
January 2007 - mistakes were made that worsened
our economic situation. Austerity made life very
tough for many families and especially the young
and pensioners who could not leave the country in
search for better future. Many feel that Brussels is the
cause of many problems. They do not feel the effect of
the EU Budget - except for farmers - or the impact of
EU coordinated policies. Quite the opposite, though
recently there is an economic turnaround that would
help Slovenia. These feelings are strong and will
require a major shift in EU policies and eventually a
much stronger EU Budget to help parts of EU when in
difficult situations.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?
As said above, economic players as well as young
people more and more see Europe and the world
as their own home. They see plenty opportunities.
To quote a young Slovene - the winner of the BBC's
University Challenge, Filip Drnovsek Zorko who said
that Slovenia is a place to come to rest and enjoy,
while UK is a place to study and Japan is a place to
enjoy family life (while visiting his mother who works
there now). For young people through EU the globe is
their home.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
Not really and neither on the other nine countries,
neither on EU as a whole. In Slovenia we were used to
working with other in bigger unions, whether in the
Federal Yugoslavia or in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
So we were aware of the sometimes intrinsically
difficult situation among EU Member States where
a small nation's interest can be protected only if
they strive to be the best. But each nation has its
own culture, specific identity. That enriches us all
and creates the diversity of EU. And as long as the
subsidiarity principle is fully respected we will all
benefit in this EU under the motto United in diversity or
“Združeni v raznolikosti”.
In these ten years there have been major changes
in public administration, in particular in the audit
field. Have you had a role in it?
Many important changes to the public administration
were made well before 2004. In order to achieve the
more difficult transition reforms we used external
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pressure generated during adoption of EU legal
framework. The difficult reforms were privatisation,
public expenditure management reforms, banking
rehabilitation and enterprise restructuring, labour
market reforms, pension reforms all undertaken
already in 1990s. As part of public expenditure
management reform we created Court of Audit in
1995 and undertook major budgetary reforms in
preparation for entrance to EU driven by creation
of both economic classification and performance
oriented budgeting. I was involved in these tasks
following the conclusion of my World Bank transition
reforms work when I became State Secretary for Public
Finance in early 1998. In this capacity I helped Slovene
negotiations on the European Monetary Union,
public finance including public procurement, financial
control and some other legal framework issues. During
preparation for enlargement we worked very closely
with many EU institutions, OECD SIGMA programme
and received help via Twining Programmes, but also
created Centre for Excellence – regional centre for
development of best practices in public finance.
During actual accession I was the Minister for EU
affairs and we started to strive to obtain the euro and
contributed to the negotiations on a Constitutional
Treaty that later became Lisbon Treaty. On accession to
EU we also had to strengthen our Parliamentary work
and during 2004-08 I worked both as the Chairman
of Slovene budget control committee finalising the
work in the Parliamentarian side of the accountability
triangle (Parliament, executive and audit institution).

I was also an active MP working on EU affairs in
Conference of Parliamentary Committees for Union
Affairs (COSAC) ensuring that Protocol 1 to the Treaty
became reality.
What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
Slovenia was the first among EU10 country that
obtained the euro and showed how to ensure a
smooth landing in reducing inflation, stabilising
public finance and fulfilling convergence criteria. We
are among those that fostered further enlargement
resulting in Croatian membership. At referendum
on the Arbitration Issue on the border dispute we
persuaded Slovenes to make a positive decision about
neighbouring county – very essence of EU ideas.
We supported further enlargement but also further
integration, as we believe that a small open economy
can only prosper in an open society of freedom of
movement and in a free market of now more than 500
million people. In this context I will never forget how
they have asked me in late 2004 (through the Council
and our Resident Representative) whether Slovenia
would take over the EU Presidency for the first half
of 2008. We led that first Presidency by one of EU10
in a smooth and in a balanced manner. And last but
not least, we contribute to this Union with Slovenes,
working as highly professional and dedicated staff in
all EU institutions, including the European Court of
Auditors.

Rasa BUDBERGYTĖ, ECA Member
Lithuania
After regaining independence on 11 March 1990,
Lithuania’s main strategic goal was to integrate into
the Euro-Atlantic structures. EU membership was
broadly supported by the Lithuanian people and the
political elite. Support was clearly expressed during
the Lithuanian referendum on EU accession in May
2003, when more than 91% of the votes cast were in
favour of joining the EU.
First of all, it was our geopolitical interest to strengthen
Lithuanian statehood by bringing it back to its natural
place among European nations.
Rasa BUDBERGYTĖ, ECA Member

Dear Madam, what was the perception of the EU
in your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?

Integration into the strongest economic club was
followed by a long process of political and economic
transformation that allowed our country to become
a rapidly-growing and modern state. Necessary
structural reforms strengthened our state governance
and economy and increased the welfare of our people.
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Our general perception hasn’t changed during
the last decade. We see the European Union as a
guarantee of stability, economic and energy security,
an opportunity for our businesses and people to
contribute to the future political and economic
development of our country and the EU. This feeling
is even stronger now, in light of the current dramatic
situation in and around Ukraine.
Without doubt, public support for the EU has declined
in Lithuania as a result of the latest economic and
financial crisis. However, it still remains one of the
highest in the EU with around 60 per cent of the
population having a positive opinion of the EU.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
Ten years in the EU have given a strong impetus for
our democratic stability and freedom, economic
growth and competitiveness. EU membership has
opened a vast market for Lithuanian goods and
services. Modernisation of the economy, structural
reforms, the creation of a better environment for
business and investments, European single market
opportunities and EU financial assistance were factors
why Lithuania became one of the fastest-growing
economies in the EU.
Responsible financial and economic governance
based on strong fiscal discipline allowed us to
overcome the very deep economic recession in 2008,
when the Lithuanian economy shrunk by 15 %. Now,
Lithuania’s growth is back on track (3.3 % GDP growth
in 2013, 3.4 % and 4.3 % forecast for 2014 and 2015
respectively) and it expects to join the Eurozone from
the 1st of January 2015.
In 2004 we were at 52 % of the EU average living
standard; today we have reached 72 %. EU assistance,
which amounted to almost 13 billion EUR over 10
years, has contributed significantly to this. According
to a public survey, every second Lithuanian resident
has personally felt the benefit of EU financial
assistance and considers it as a long-term investment
in Lithuania’s future.
Finally, EU membership has also increased the security
perceptions of Lithuanian society. Lithuania continues
its energy diversification projects, which enable it to
find alternative solutions to one of the most important
issues today in our country and elsewhere – energy
security.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?

There is no doubt – as an opportunity. Young people
enjoy the freedom to travel, study and work in Europe.
Now they have huge possibilities for self-fulfilment
and to gain valuable experience outside the national
borders.
European cultural diversity and student exchange
programmes enrich our young people. Student
exchange programmes attract great public attention
and each year are becoming more popular among
motivated and curious students. Since 2004, about
30 000 Lithuanian students have benefited from the
“Erasmus” programme. The majority of them received
grants to study abroad, and more than 5 000 received
grants to undertake a work placement abroad. Their
experience and new ideas contribute to our country’s
development. Young workers can find work in another
EU country thanks to the job mobility scheme “Your
first EURES job“.
Since young people in Lithuania are especially
interested in innovation, an interconnected world
gives them the perfect opportunity to be in the front
line of global development.
Moreover, access to EU funding, supporting joint
study programmes and visits by foreign lecturers have
helped to improve internationalisation and the quality
of education.
Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together?
All nine other countries have made considerable
progress and actively participate in the development
of different EU policies. Working together for the
past 10 years, we have become integrated in all EU
decision-making mechanisms and at the same time
strengthened the EU as a whole. During this period,
we have exchanged good policy practices and made
cooperative efforts to increase the welfare of our
countries and of all EU citizens.
The gap between old and new member states is
diminishing. We believe that new member states can
already propose their best practices in many areas.
For example, the world economic crisis has deeply
hit all three Baltic States. However, these countries
managed to overcome difficulties and even to prepare
for membership in the EMU. Estonia and Latvia have
already joined the Eurozone and Lithuania is likely
to introduce the Euro next year, thus contributing to
the development of EU fiscal policy and the Banking
Union. Another good example is our contribution to
the development and enhancement of the Eastern
Partnership programme. In general, all the new
member states contribute to the future development
of the EU.
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In these ten years there have been major changes
in public administration, in particular in the audit
field. Have you had a role in it?
The most significant changes in public administration
in Lithuania started well in advance of accession to the
EU. Different parts of the public sector had to undergo
structural reforms and adapt their legislation in order
to comply with the aquis communautaire.
At that time, while working at the Ministry of the
Interior, I was very much involved in the creation of
a modern civil service, which later was evaluated as
one of the most successful reforms of this type in the
EU. Later in 2005, when I became Auditor General, I
devoted myself fully to further developing the system
of public audit. I believe we achieved good results in
enhancing the role of the Supreme Audit Institution
and in setting up effective relations with the main
stakeholder, namely the Parliament and its Audit
Committee. As a result, not under-estimating the
efforts of my predecessors and successor, I believe the
National Audit Office of Lithuania now performs to
high quality standards and is a reliable partner in the
SAI community.
What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
The Eastern Partnership and energy security, as well as
EU sound financial management and Banking Union
were among the Lithuanian priorities during its EU
Council Presidency in the second half of 2013. We
made every effort to promote a credible, growing and
open Europe and our achievements were positively
evaluated by our EU partners. Achieving agreement
on the Multiannual Financial Framework and the
Single Resolution Mechanism were the highlights, but

there were also numerous other achievements for the
whole EU. Indeed, we achieved the highest number
of legislative acts adopted by co-decision for any
Presidency so far.
Being a small member state, Lithuania seeks to
contribute to the development of all EU policies
but with a special focus on those areas where our
experience and knowledge could create the highest
added value. For example, we contribute actively to
the development of the Eastern Partnership, as we
have close historical ties with our Eastern neighbours
and understand their mentality very well.
We perceive the deepening of the EU-Eastern Partners
relationship first of all as an expansion of the security,
democracy and stability zone in Europe. Lithuania
serves as a good example for Eastern Partnership
countries of how much could be achieved through
promoting European values and carrying out the
necessary reforms. Lithuania is permanently working
as a mediator between Western Europe and the EU
Eastern Partnership countries.
The current dangerous situation in Ukraine has proved
that the EU should strengthen its assistance to those
countries that have chosen the European path.
Another lesson learnt from this crisis is that the EU
economy depends too much on external energy
supplies, which makes the EU vulnerable. Since the
start of our membership, Lithuania has advocated for
a more coordinated and stronger EU external energy
policy, with a special focus on energy security. Such
a policy brings not only security benefits, but also
creates the conditions for more choice, increases the
competitiveness of the European economy, and has a
positive effect on energy prices.

Lazaros Lazarou, ECA Member
Cyprus
Dear Sir, what was the perception of the EU in
your country when you joined in 2004? Has this
perception changed and, if yes, how and why?
The application for EU membership was perceived to
have an important impact on the 'Cyprus problem'. EU
accession was seen as a 'shield' against further Turkish
military action, especially given Turkey’s interest to join
the EU. At the same time, there was a hope that the
benefits of EU accession would have been the catalyst
in reaching a functional and sustainable solution of
the Cyprus problem.
Lazaros LAZAROU, ECA Member

In May 2004, the Republic of Cyprus joined the EU.
While the whole island is legally part of the EU, the
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acquis communautaire is suspended in the Turkish
occupied part, an area over which the Republic
of Cyprus does not exercise effective control.
Nevertheless, the division has not stopped Cyprus to
be a functioning EU Member State.
The economic crisis is a new and particularly difficult
challenge with the painful bailout agreement and the
way it was agreed, changing citizens’ perception about
the EU.
What did the EU membership bring to your
country? What got better and what got worse?
EU Membership brought political and economic
advantages to the Republic of Cyprus.
Political advantages:
-

Improved security for all the population of
Cyprus which derived from membership of a
union of nations and sovereign states.

-

The commitment to refer to the EU Treaties
and the body of the EU law in dealing with
problems, thereby, having a reference point
for the resolution of disputes and problems
that goes beyond the narrow interests of
political groups, communities and pressure
groups.

-

The ability to participate as a voting member
in the decision-making processes of the EU, so
as to be able to influence decisions that affect
Cyprus and the whole of Europe.

-

The provision of EU citizenship to the citizens
of Cyprus.

Economic advantages:
-

Access of Cyprus goods and services to a huge
single market.

-

Investments from the EU in activities in which
Cyprus possesses competitive advantages,
thus accelerating the transformation of
Cyprus into a regional business centre.

-

Adoption of the Euro and participation of
Cyprus in the Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU), led to lower inflation and lower interest
rates, thus resulting in stronger confidence of
the economic actors, increased investment
and higher growth rate.

-

Widening of the choices of the consumer as
far as goods and services are concerned.

-

Financial assistance from the EU to Cyprus.

Most EU funding is being provided through
structural funds and for agriculture.
The laws and standards were upgraded and
modernised. Social programmes were brought into
line with the high standards of the Social Charter,
while there is also a greater emphasis on improvement
in the environment, safety standards and quality
improvement. Overall, a significant improvement in
the quality of life was achieved.
However, public opinion was expecting that with
accession and the attachment to the principles of
liberty and democracy, the respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms and the rule of law
would be the driving forces in achieving a functional,
sustainable solution of the Cyprus problem and
ending Turkey’s military presence on the island.
On the economic front, the adverse effects of the
economic crisis in growth, employment and social
imbalances during the last 3-4 years have turned over
the economic benefits of Cyprus since accession.
Europe has broken down barriers and shaped a
new interconnected world. How do young people
in your country experience this fresh air: as an
opportunity or a threat?
The economic crisis has hit young people more than
any other age group. Around six million young people
are currently unemployed across the EU and the level
of youth unemployment in Cyprus is nearly twice as
high as the overall jobless rate (23% in Cyprus v 12%
in EU). Levels of youth unemployment across Europe
are unacceptably high. They can only be overcome if
education and training systems are more effective and
adapted to the needs of the job market. Like many
other countries, Cyprus needs to better prepare its
young people for work. The mismatch between the
skills our young people attain from education and the
needs of employers has to be addressed.
Cyprus is also faced with a unique problem in the EU:
the unemployment rate for young graduates (25%) is
higher than among the lowest skilled groups (22%).
This partly reflects its high level of tertiary graduates
but is also due to the skills mismatch. In contrast,
the unemployment rate in the EU is less than 11%
on average for graduates and 27% for those with
only lower secondary qualifications or less. As a
consequence, there is a wave of young people who
leave Cyprus for a better future in another EU country
or outside Europe.
Let’s hope that by the Commission putting effectively
in place a Youth Guarantee, combined with the
national schemes for youth employment, will provide
opportunities to young people who are currently
disappointed about the prospects for the future.
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Has your personal perception of the countries
that joined at the same time as yours changed,
considering that you work closely together with
them?
The EU is ‘united in diversity’ which means that
European citizens are united in working together for
peace and prosperity, and that the different cultures,
traditions and languages in Europe are a positive asset
for the continent.
Based on my experience in the European Court of
Auditors, but also on my experience in the public
sector in general, working and sharing experience
with people from other EU Member States builds on
our decision making for the benefit of EU citizens.
In these ten years there have been major changes in
public administration, in particular in the audit field.
Have you had a role in it?
My role in the major changes that have been effected
in public administration, including audit, started from
the pre-accession negotiations of the Republic of
Cyprus with the EU. In my capacity as Accountant
General of the Republic of Cyprus (having served
from 2000 to 2010), Head of the Treasury (Certifying
Authority for EU structural funds and Competent
Authority on Public Procurement for the wider public
sector), I had significant involvement in fulfilling the
obligations of the Republic of Cyprus for compliance
with the acquis communautaire under chapter 1: Free
movement of goods (including public procurement),
chapter 28: Financial control and chapter 29: Financial
and budgetary provisions.
In addition, I had involvement in the reform of the
public sector internal audit through my role as
Accountant General and, subsequently, as Member
of the Internal Audit Board of the Republic of Cyprus
from 2002 to 2010.
As a Member of the European Court of Auditors
since November 2010, I have served for 16 months
in Chamber I “Preservation and management of
natural resources” and for 23 months in Chamber
II ‘‘Structural policies, transport and energy’’. Since
January 2011, I was also a Member of the CEAD
Chamber ‘Coordination, Evaluation, Assurance and
Development’ originally representing Chamber I and
subsequently Chamber II. As from February 2014,
I am the responsible Member for the Statement of
Assurance (DAS) as a permanent Member of the CEAD
Chamber and I am contributing together with my
colleagues and staff to changes in the public sector
from the EU public financial management and audit
perspectives.

What is the greatest contribution of your country
to the EU?
The Republic of Cyprus, despite its small size, has an
active role in contributing to the decisions taken by
the EU institutions for the citizens of Europe.
Without any doubt, the greatest contribution of
Cyprus was through the achievements of the Cyprus
Presidency as an ‘honest broker’ (second term of 2012)
including the historic agreement on the Unitary Patent
Package with the European Parliament, the agreement
reached in the Council on the Single Supervisory
Mechanism (SSM), which would bring the EU a step
closer to a banking union, as well as the significant
progress achieved in relation to the Common
European Asylum System and Schengen governance.
Moreover, the momentous efforts of the Cyprus
Presidency in moving forward the negotiations on
the Multiannual Financial Framework, which resulted
in bringing the file to a level of maturity that laid the
ground for the President of the European Council and
the Heads of State or Government to have come close
to an agreement, was remarkable.
Last but not least, the completion of legislative
work on key actions of the Single Market Act such
as venture capital and social entrepreneurship
funds, trans-European networks on energy and the
alternative and online dispute resolution, were tasks
that were completed during the Presidency term.
Cyprus has achieved its aspiration to move the
European integration a step further.

SPECIAL REPORT N° 2/2014

ARE PREFERENTIAL TRADE ARRANGEMENTS
APPROPRIATELY MANAGED?
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Presentation of Baudilio Tomé Muguruza, ECA Member
for the press conference held on 21 May 2014
The report was produced by Chamber IV of the ECA
Baudilio Tomé Muguruza was the reporting Member, Paul Stafford the Head of unit
responsible for this audit, and Carlos Soler Ruiz the team leader.

This report reveals that the EU Commission still does not sufficiently analyse the economic impact of
preferential trade agreements.
Preferential trade arrangements cover trade between the EU and 180 countries and territories. The value of
goods imported in the EU under these agreements amounted to more than € 242 billion, representing 14%
of EU imports.
Trade brings economic benefits to both the EU and its partner countries and promotes sustainable
development and poverty eradication in developing countries. Preferential trade arrangements are an
essential instrument of EU trade policy, but they need to be managed carefully to safeguard EU interests.”

partners grant preferential terms in the context of
their trade with each other. Typically, this involves
reducing or removing tariffs upon import, which are
part of the EU revenue.

Mr Baudilio Tomé Muguruza, ECA Member

Trade Arrangements are an essential instrument of
the European Union’s policy for trade with the rest
of the world. They bring economic benefits to both
the Union and its partner countries and therefore
the Commission needs to manage them very
carefully in order to safeguard EU interests.
They also form part of the European Union’s policy
for assisting the economies of developing countries
by promoting sustainable development and
eradication of poverty.
Preferential Trade Arrangements are agreements
whereby the European Union and its trading

On the magnitude of imports under preferential
tariffs, the latest data shows that preferential trade
arrangements cover trade between the European
Union and 180 countries. The value of goods
imported in the Union under these agreements
amounted to more than 242 billion euro,
representing 14 per cent of EU imports.
The audit evaluated whether the Commission
appropriately assessed the economic effects of
Preferential Trade Arrangements, both before
signing them and after their coming into force.
It also sought to establish whether the controls
carried out on imports which benefit from such
arrangements are effective in ensuring that imports
cannot unduly benefit from a preferential tariff,
resulting in the loss of EU revenue.
In respect of the assessment of the economic
effects, the audit found that despite improvements
over time in using impact assessment tools, the
Commission did not appropriately assess all the
economic effects of the arrangements that it was
planning to conclude.
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In respect of the controls carried out on imports
of goods, the Member States’ customs authorities
should strive to ensure that only permissible goods
originating in the declared third countries benefit
from the reduced tariffs.
The customs authorities of partner countries are
responsible for checking the ‘originating’ status of
the goods they export. In this regard, the Court
found weaknesses in customs controls applied by
the authorities of the selected Member States.
Moreover, the audit also revealed deficiencies in
the Commission’s supervision of Member States
and exporting partner countries in respect of
preferential trade arrangements.
Finally, in the Court’s view, the current legal
provisions of the trade arrangements do not
contain sufficient safeguards to protect the EU
financial interests.
In order to improve the assessment of the
economic effects of trade arrangements the Court
recommends that the Commission should carry out
an in-depth, comprehensive and quantified analysis
of the expected economic effects of each new trade
arrangement and also carry out interim and ex post
evaluations.
In order to increase the protection of the EU’s
financial interests the Commission should create EU
risk profiles so that Member States have a common
approach to risk analysis to reduce losses to the EU
budget. The Commission should also verify that
Member States improve the effectiveness of their
risk management systems and control strategy. It
should also evaluate and carry out monitoring visits
on a risk basis to exporting countries benefiting
from preferential treatment, improve the financial
follow-up of OLAF investigations, reinforce the
EU’s position in reciprocal trade arrangements and
make greater use of precautionary and safeguard
measures.
Finally, the Court considers that the Commission
should promote the replacement of origin and
movement certificates with exporters’ selfcertification.

This special report was published on 21 May 2014 and
is available on our website: www.eca.europa.eu

RAPPORT SPÉCIAL N° 3/2014
LES ENSEIGNEMENTS TIRÉS DU DÉVELOPPEMENT PAR LA
COMMISSION DU SYSTÈME D’INFORMATION SCHENGEN DE
DEUXIÈME GÉNÉRATION SIS II
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Par François Gautier, attaché du Cabinet de Pietro Russo, Membre de la Cour

S’agissant du respect des délais et des couts, l'audit
a fait apparaître que la Commission a fourni le
système central en 2013 avec plus de six ans de
retard sur le délai d'origine, et pour un coût huit fois
supérieur aux estimations initiales, soit 189 millions
d’euros au lieu des 23 millions initialement prévus.

M. Pietro Russo, ECA Member

Le retard et le dépassement du budget résultent
d'une part du contexte de gouvernance délicat, qui
a bridé la capacité de la Commission à remédier
aux questions opérationnelles, et d'autre part des
faiblesses qui ont affecté la gestion du projet par la
Commission. Ce fut en particulier le cas pendant la
première partie du projet, jusqu'en 2009.
En autres, les faiblesses suivantes ont été relevées :

Le système d'information Schengen (SIS) est utilisé
par les gardes-frontières et les autorités policières,
douanières, judiciaires et chargées des visas de
l'ensemble des 26 pays de l'espace Schengen.
Il contient des informations, ou signalements,
concernant des personnes potentiellement
impliquées dans des délits graves ou susceptibles
de ne pas être autorisées à pénétrer ou à séjourner
sur le territoire de l'UE. Il comporte également des
signalements concernant des personnes disparues
et des objets perdus ou volés, tels que des billets de
banque, des armes à feu et des pièces d'identité. Les
signalements sont introduits dans le système par les
autorités nationales.

• le délai initialement fixé pour le projet était
irréaliste et la Commission a attendu 2010 pour
mettre à jour le budget global du projet défini
en 2003;
• les spécifications du système ont évolué au
fil du projet afin de répondre aux besoins des
utilisateurs et n'étaient pas suffisamment stables
avant 2010 et le passage à la phase finale du projet.
Le système en service aujourd'hui est doté d'une
capacité bien supérieure à celle envisagée en 2001;
• La gestion du développement de SIS II a
souffert jusqu’en 2007 du sous calibrage de l’équipe
de projet sein de la Commission;

Le SIS a été initialement développé et exploité
depuis 1995 dans un cadre intergouvernemental.
En 2001, le Conseil a décidé de le remplacer par
une version de deuxième génération (SIS II), dont le
développement a été confié à la Commission avec
une date butoir de lancement fixée à fin 2006.

• le système de gouvernance complexe a opacifié
les responsabilités décisionnelles. Il a également
engendré des difficultés dans les relations de travail
entre certains pays membres et la Commission
jusqu'à ce que la gouvernance de projet soit
clarifiée par l’établissement d’un conseil de gestion
du programme global en 2009,

La Cour a examiné si la Commission a fourni le SIS II
dans les délais et en respectant les estimations
initiales de coûts. Elle a également étudié la solidité
de l'analyse de rentabilité du SIS II et vérifié si les
changements majeurs intervenus au niveau des
coûts et des avantages escomptés y ont été intégrés
au fil du projet. La Cour a par ailleurs examiné si
la Commission avait tiré des enseignements de sa
gestion du projet et si elle les avait appliqués

• le principal prestataire chargé du
développement a fourni un système
insuffisamment performant au cours de la première
partie du projet. De plus, la valeur du principal
contrat de développement a quadruplé de 20 à
82 millions d'euros par le biais d’avenants. Si le
règlement financier prévoit bien une procédure
négociée, celle-ci comporte le risque inhérent que
les prix ne soient pas compétitifs.
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L’audit a également conclu à la faiblesse de l’analyse
de rentabilité relative au projet SIS II.
En effet, au fil du projet, les coûts et les avantages
escomptés ont considérablement évolué.
Les estimations initiales du coût du système
central pour le budget de l'UE, réalisées à titre
indicatif, ont largement sous-estimé l'ampleur de
l'investissement nécessaire. Le coût total du SIS II
s'élevait à quelque 500 millions d'euros à la fin du
projet: 189 millions d'euros pour le système central
et un coût estimé à plus de 330 millions d'euros
pour les systèmes nationaux. Parallèlement, le
principal avantage initialement escompté du SIS II
a perdu de son intérêt avec l'extension réussie
du SIS 1 aux nouveaux pays membres en 2007.
Pourtant, en dépit de cette évolution des coûts et
des avantages, la Commission n'a pas procédé à
une révision approfondie de l'analyse de rentabilité
du projet afin de démontrer que le SIS II restait une
priorité offrant le meilleur retour sur investissement
pour l’organisation.
Néanmoins l’audit a noté que la Commission a tiré
des enseignements de l'expérience acquise lors
de la première partie du projet; ils lui ont permis
de changer d'approche pour la phase finale initiée
en 2010 et de fournir le SIS II en avril 2013. Par
ailleurs elle a d'ores et déjà appliqué certaines
leçons tirées du SIS II pour préparer d'autres grands
projets informatiques.
La Cour, comme à son habitude a également
formulé sur la base de ces observations plusieurs
grandes recommandations concernant la gestion
du développement de systèmes d'information à
grande échelle à l'attention de la Commission.
En autres, la Cour a recommandé d’approfondir
les analyses préparatoires et d’améliorer la
coordination et la gouvernance de ce type de
projet.

Ce rapport spécial a été publié le 19 may 2014 et peut
être consulté sur notre site:
www.eca.europa.eu

SPECIAL REPORT N° 4/2014

THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY SHOULD TAKE BETTER
ACCOUNT OF WATER CONCERNS
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By the Private Office of Kevin Cardiff, ECA Member

The audit assessed whether the objectives of EU
water policy had been successfully integrated
into the CAP but found that to date they had only
partially been so. This was due to a mismatch
between the ambition of the policy objectives and
the instruments used to effect change.

Kevin Cardiff, ECA Member

On 13 May 2014 the Court published the report
No 4/2014 entitled “Integration of EU water policy
objectives with the CAP: a partial success”.
Water protection (in terms of both quality and
quantity) is a priority subject on most public
agendas, not only in the EU but also worldwide
and at national, regional and local levels. The main
overall objective of the EU’s water policy is “to
ensure access to good quality water in sufficient
quantity for all Europeans, and to ensure the good
status of all water bodies across Europe”.
Agriculture is an important source of environmental
pressures. In Europe, agriculture accounts for
around 33 % of total water use and is the main
source of nutrient pollution in water. The CAP
represents just under 40 % of the EU budget
and through the CAP the EU seeks to influence
agricultural practices affecting water.

The audit highlighted weaknesses in the two
instruments currently used by the Commission
to integrate water concerns into the CAP (namely
cross-compliance and rural development) and
pointed out delays and weaknesses in the
implementation of the Water Framework Directive.
The EU auditors found that cross-compliance and
rural development funding have thus far had a
positive impact in supporting the policy objectives
to improve water quantity and quality, but these
instruments are limited, relative to the policy
ambitions The auditors also concluded that there
is insufficient knowledge, at the level of the EU
institutions and in the Member States, about the
pressures placed on water by agricultural activities
and how those pressures are evolving.
An innovative part of the audit was an online survey
of 140 farm advisory bodies which was useful in
the absence of studies at EU level on the impact
of cross-compliance and rural development on
farmers’ awareness and farming practices in relation
to water. The results of the survey (it had a response
rate of nearly 50%) have been used in the report as
well as published separately on the Court’s external
website. Among other things survey showed that
cross‑compliance has increased awareness among
farmers and has triggered some changes in farming
practices in relation to water, especially as regards
nitrates and pesticides.
This special report was
published on 13 May 2014
and is available on our
website: www.eca.europa.eu

From left to right : Kevin Cardiff, reporting member; Els Brems, team leader; Mary Kerrigan, Irish
cabinet; Maria Eulàlia Reverté i Casas, team leader and Michael Bain, Head of Unit.

VISIT OF MR PIEBALGS, COMMISSIONER FOR
DEVELOPMENT, TO CHAMBER III OF THE ECA
ON 17 JUNE 2014
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By Gerard Madden, Head of Private office of Karel Pinxten, ECA Member
growth. Considerable progress has been made
towards implementing this approach, which was
developed in 2011.

Karel Pinxten, Dean of Chamber III; Andris Piebalgs,
Commissioner for Development

Introduction
On behalf of the chamber Mr Pinxten welcomed
the team from the Commission comprising of Mr
Piebalgs, Commissioner for Development, Mr Bagur,
Director, Mr Chomel, Head of Unit and Mr Karhunen,
Deputy Head of Cabinet.
In his introduction Mr Pinxten outlined the
importance he attached to this visit. This was a great
opportunity for the Court and the Commission to
have a full and frank exchange of views. He referred
to the fact that this may be the last of the annual
visits by Mr Piebalgs to the chamber in his present
capacity, and expressed his appreciation for the
cooperative and positive attitude he has shown
over the years.
Mr Pinxten stated that the chamber had produced
about 25 special reports during the Commissioner’s
term and he was confident that these made
a significant contribution to improving the
Commission’s financial management. He referred
to the budget support report as an example of a
report which provided valuable input for positive
change. He then gave the floor to Mr Piebalgs.
Programming and Implementing the Agenda for
Change
Mr Piebalgs underlined the importance of the
new approach to increase the impact of EU
Development Policy, which was set out in the
“Agenda for Change”. This places a special emphasis
on less developed and low income countries and on
the subjects of good governance and sustainable

Aid is now focussed on a limited number of sectors,
normally three. Funds are allocated to the priority
areas as defined. In addition to the traditional
activities, topics such as climate change are given
special attention. The Commission acknowledges
that one of the main ways of promoting sustainable
growth is by encouraging the development of
private investment, particularly for Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs).
Responding to a point made by Mr Wessberg on
coordination with other donors, Mr Piebalgs stated
that activities are now jointly programmed in more
than 60% of partner countries. Coordination with
all donors is a constant challenge and progress
has been slow as many donors prefer to follow
their own agenda. However, having the same
development cycle, even if all donors are not on
board, greatly facilitates the planning process.
Planning for 2015 onwards
With the expiry of the period specified for the
Millennium Development Goals the international
community has started to define a new framework.
Mr Piebalgs gave an outline of the way forward
as he saw it. The new framework should not have
a narrow focus and emphasis needs to be placed
on tackling the root causes of poverty, taking a
global rather than a narrow approach to this issue.
Discussions are taking place at the moment in a
variety of forums and the Commission is heavily
involved in these discussions. He hoped for a
framework with not too many goals but with an
emphasis on sustainability. A new framework
should not be a straightjacket but should leave
enough room for positive initiatives.
Aid delivery mechanisms
The Financial Regulation provides the Commission
with the opportunity to set up Trust Funds under
agreements concluded with other donors. The
Commission is actively pursuing opportunities to
create such funds and is examining the possibility
of establishing one in the Central African Republic.
While this new provision gives more scope to the
Commission, the conditions for its use must be in
place before the Commission will go ahead.
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In reply to Mr Pinxten’s question regarding the
possible decrease in budget support following
the introduction of stricter guidelines, Mr Piebalgs
agreed that a decrease in its use was likely. He
mentioned a number of countries such as Rwanda
where budget support could still be an appropriate
aid mechanism. He also said that it could be a useful
tool in countries where progress was slow but
action was needed to prevent rapid decline.
He was hopeful that more use could be made of
the opportunities for blending EU grants with loans
from financial institutions. The Commission works
very closely with the EIB and the development
banks and is keen to leverage additional funds
for major projects, which are important for
the economies of the partner countries. Close
cooperation is maintained with non EU bodies such
as the World Bank, the United Nations and the IMF.
A revision of the working arrangements with the UN
has recently been signed and the Commission is in
continuous discussions with the World Bank.

He promised to reply in writing to Mr Pinxten who
asked the Commissioner for his view on curtailing
the time taken from issuing the final Statement of
Preliminary Findings to the establishment of the
definitive Commission reply to the Court’s report.
Mr Pinxten closed the meeting thanking the
Commissioner and his team for their openness and
clarity and wished Mr Piebalgs every success in his
future endeavours.

Exchanging views
The Chamber members congratulated Mr Piebalgs
on his accomplishments during his tenure as
Commissioner not only in Development but also in
the Energy area. Messrs Fazakas and Lehne referred
to the excellent cooperation they enjoyed with Mr
Piebalgs in the European Parliament as well as in
the Court.
In response to a question from Mrs Lamarque, the
Commissioner replied that assessing the added
value of EU interventions is indeed a difficult
process. The Commission is availing of the expertise
of international organisations in order to build
a results framework. This is a very challenging
exercise but it needs to be done in order to ensure
maximum accountability.
Regarding the question from Mr Lehne on
transparency, Mr Piebalgs replied that all the
information is available in the Commission’s
system and it is mainly a matter of presentation. He
confirmed the lack of cooperation, referred to by Mr
Lehne, with one of the major donors in Africa.
Closing remarks
Mr Piebalgs expressed his appreciation for the work
of the Court and stressed that the Commission
took the reports of the Court very seriously. He
mentioned the development of the Residual
Error Rate as one of the processes to which the
Commission was committed.

From left to right :
First row : Karel Pinxten, Dean of Chamber III; Andris Piebalgs,
Commissioner for Development
Second row: Szablcs Fazakas, Member of Chamber III; Hans Gustav
Wessberg, Member of Chamber III; Danièle Lamarque, Member of
Chamber III; Klaus-Heiner Lehne, Member of Chamber III
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ING Marathon

For the ninth time in as many years, around 100 of our colleagues participated in the ING Luxembourg Night
Marathon, which this year took place on 31 May. Our colleagues ran as part of the astonishing 434-strong ALL
TOGETHER team bringing together the staff from all EU institutions in Luxembourg. This largest public event in the
Grand Duchy attracts every year over 10 000 runners and is viewed by over 100 000 spectators. By running together
and sporting the EU star-spangled running top, our colleagues not only championed team-spirit, but also helped
raising the visibility of the ECA and the EU institutions in the local community, as well as supported the official local
marathon charity Médecins Sans Frontiers.
A number of our staff now identify with the sporting character of our institution. Although our colleagues competed
in all the race categories - from the 4.2km mini-marathon to 42km of gruelling full marathon, most of them ran the
21 km half marathon, and a number of them achieved excellent performances. Congratulations to all our runners.

Europe Day
Europe Day - open days of the EU
institutions: ECA information stands attract
tens of thousands of visitors across the EU
Every year around 9 May, Schuman Day, the
ECA holds information stands in selected
cities across the EU, and gives the citizens
a chance to obtain first-hand information
about the work of the institution from our
auditors in their own language.
This year, between 3 and 17 May, the ECA
held information stands in Luxembourg, Brussels, Strasbourg,
Zagreb, Vilnius, Warsaw and Utrecht in order to raise awareness
of our role and work in the member states.
Among our most popular and engaging activities is our Europe
Day audit quiz, which is every year attempted by thousands
of visitors, who are frequently surprised to learn that the ECA
is in Luxembourg, that our main auditee is the Commission, or
that the estimated error rate for the 2012 budget of the EU was
around 5 %.

Croatian Deputy-Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Mrs Vesna Pusić, and the Head of the European
Commission Representation in Zagreb, Mr Branko
Baričević, visitng the ECA stand in Zagreb on 9 May.
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Special Report N°11/2014
The establishment of the European External Action Service
The Lisbon Treaty created a new EU foreign affairs chief, the High
Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, who is also VicePresident of the European Commission. The High Representative is
supported by a new diplomatic corps known as the European External
Action Service (EEAS). This report addressed the question of whether
the setting-up of the EEAS has been managed effectively. It concludes
both that the EEAS was established without adequate preparation and
that its efficiency was impaired by shortcomings in its management of
resources. The Court also found that, although coordination between
the EEAS and both the Commission and Member States was improving,
it was still inadequate.
This special report was published on 30 June 2014 and is available on our
website: www.eca.europa.eu

IN JULY 2014 THE COURT SAYS:

Hello to:
GIUSEPPONE Flavio
GULIJA Bozena
VRHOVEC CHABBERT Urska

Goodbye to:
DENTAMARO Marco
FERNANDEZ Andre
ISAKSSON Karin
METAXOPOULOU Ioanna
WILLEMS Hilde

IN MEMORIAM
Nous avons le regret d’ annoncer le décès de Monsieur Ole Warberg
survenu le 4 juin 2014 à Lynge, au Danemark.
Il fut Membre de la Cour des comptes du 18 avril 1989 au 30 juin 1995.
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